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Abstract:  Information is the goal of the ERP implementation, and both strategy and capable resources are required to achieve this goal.  For 

any enterprise application there can be internal users and external users. External users are consumers from which any system gains profit where 

as there are Internal Users and applications used within the organization. The internal applications are very much weak because when employees 
perform the task there is a mutual understanding regarding the tasks and co-workers share among themselves. Hence an approach is needed to 
perform the audits of various actions and then identify suspicious actions and events. 
 

Index Terms - ERP, KPIs, LCS, OTP, TF-IDF, Cloud, Security. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Structures, for example, solicitations, request affirmations, buy orders, receivables explanations, payables checks, and so on. 

Overseen reports delivered on a reoccurring premise Specially appointed reports that are typically one-time, "I need this data 

presently" reports Systematic reports that show information and help investigate what's going on Official dashboards that give a 
depiction of business execution against the organization's key execution pointers (KPIs).These things should be considered in 

building up a verified cloud ERP. The various security feature in existing ERP systems has been studied and based on that the 

system is dev loped to provide an enhanced secured cloud ERP based system. The security aspects of the system with the main 

focus on providing intrusion detection facility towards internal abrupt usage has been the key research aspect of this research 

work. The security features thus incorporated and algorithm has been explained in the below sections. 

II. SECURITY FEATURES 

Secure from update and deletion of data 

If any unauthorized user want to delete or update data system send a OTP(one time pass word) to authorized mail id when user 

enter that OTP then he/she will be able to access account. 

Secure Login 

If authorized user logout from the device(secure user login from their system) by this featured on login a log file will be generated 
which will store all related information in that file like as System IP,HD no (which is one user registered),and cookies (like web 

browser details) 

Authority and Key Distributions 

The admin module is responsible for defining the users especially responsible for internal testing of the application and the  short 

description of the tasks which users have to perform. 

Monitoring and Filtering Algorithm  

The event logs and sequence logs are considered and then the algorithm computes the following for each sequence of events per 

user independently by using a scheduler.  The algorithm computes the following per user text frequency, inverse document 

frequency and TF-IDF. 

Computation of Weights  

The Text Frequency is represented using the following equation  
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The Inverse Document Frequency is computed using the following equation 
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The TF-IDF is computed using the following equation 

ii IDFTTFIDFTF *  

User Habit File 

1) Set of Log Sessions 

2) Find the Maximum Session Length 

3) Compute LCS from Maximum Session Length to every other string sequence 

4) Like this we get LCS patterns for User  

5) Once we get the LCS pattern which is matching then compute the frequency 
6) Otherwise for unique LCS pattern assign the value as 1 
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Note here the a given Session is divided into 10 sub sections 

Secure Data 

If any want to enter into account a mail will be send to authorized user with system ip,HD Number, time ,and location like as a 

record . 

III. Detection of Internal Attacker 

The internal attacker identification is performed by using the following algorithm 

 

 

Figure 1: Internal attacker identification algorithm 

The threshold and similarity measure is described is as below: 
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The weight computation is given by  
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IV. LEAST COMMON SUB SQUARE ALGORITHM 

1) Consider the  sequences namely 21 SandS  

2) The length of S1 and length of S2 is computed 

3) Find the maximum length of S1 and S2 

4) Construct a matrix initial with zeros one 1st row and 1st column 

5) If the value of the sequence alphabet is not there then maximum on top and left is taken  

6) If the value matches then diagonal value is increment by a value of 1 

The best way to dodge such assaults is to rehearse great programming systems. Framework level security can be given utilizing 

better firewalls. Utilizing interruption identification and avoidance can likewise help in preventing assailants from simple access 

to the framework. For this purpose we used some special technique to avoid hacking of system and moderate the whole system in 

featured way. Some basic concepts used in this research project are as below: 

i) Login time security 

ii) Updating time security 

iii) Deleting time security 

Login time security: 

This is two way process in case if unauthorized user want to access  any one account using authority database (like User Id , User 

password) this process send an information just like System Name and System IP to registered user’s email. System will 

automatic detect a user is authorized or not by using pattern log file. 

Pattern Log File:  
Pattern log file store all the information about system and user information on the time of login and logout. A regular user will 

start working on a account at a particular time and from particular system but in case some other want to access then the system 

send all the related information to registered user email id. 
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Relation Table to compare user records 

 
 

 
Updating time security 

It’s a  second level security if any user authorized user enter by any mean and want to update a record but he was unable to update 

data because webpage  send a OTP* to registered user on email .the updating process will not be complete until valid OTP is not 

entered but if user is hacker and hacked whole website then he can change the email so we create a log file to protect data in LOG 

file .If authorized find some bugs he can restore data from log file hence it’s a more secure process to all. 

Deleting time security 

A one-time password (OTP) isa naturally created numeric or alphanumeric series of characters that validates the client for a 

solitary exchange or session. An OTP is more secure than a static secret key, particularly a client made secret key, which is 

commonly powerless. OTPs may supplant validation login data or might be utilized notwithstanding it, to include another layer of 

security. 
OTP tokens are normally stash measure coxcombs with a little screen that shows a number. The number changes each 30 or 60 

seconds, contingent upon how the token is designed. For two-factor authentication, the user enters his user ID, PIN and the OTP 

to access the system. 
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Comparison table after Deleting and updating record: 

 

 

In the complete process a log file stores the updated  data in log file and user record by the above query we will fetch all the data 
information like the which table is updated and which user update the record here its become more secure than from unauthorized  

user. 
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V. COMPARISION GRAPH  

 

Figure 2: Comparison graph-A 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Comparison graph-B 

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this thesis we have tried to compare the performance of Cloud Based ERP with Traditional ERP system. The principle 

distinguished advantages of cloud-based ERP in examination with customary ERP are lower forthright costs, lower working 

expenses and more internal secure environment.  Naveen Chandra, quick usage, and versatility, center around center capabilities, 

fast updates and overhauls, improved availability, portability, and ease of use, simpler mix with cloud benefits, and improved 
catastrophe recuperation. Here we have explained the flexibility offered by cloud ERP systems. All the data stored at different 

locations can be easily grouped together and more secure from internal threats. Reports can be generated and analyzed efficiently. 

All the applications can be integrated and maintenance becomes simple.  

Before moving to the cloud ERP system, the cloud ERP clients should balance between benefits and challenges. One benefit 

could lead to numerous difficulties and on another side, a few difficulties cloud be settled by certain advantages. The high 

appraised difficulties speak to investigate focuses, which ought to be considered to improve the usage and activity of cloud ERP 

frameworks. 
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE  

Cloud ERP profoundly affects the whole IT industry as another plan of action. Incorporated into all areas of business applications, 

Cloud ERP will mirror the incentive in a more profound dimension. With the fast improvement of Cloud ERP, it can help 

undertakings to get to superior IT administrations with lower cost, and furthermore helpful for little and medium-sized ventures to 

get to elite IT administrations like expansive endeavors. In the meantime, its decrease weight can help endeavors to focus on its 

center business. 

The procedure advancement which dependent on Cloud ERP can accomplish all through an extensive scale recreation of the 
business, and improve the general IT norms and aggressiveness. Here are some different reasons why each venture may require 

Cloud ERP for their business: Cost reserve funds - Cloud processing evacuates the necessity of an organization to put resources 

into capacity equipment and servers. Focusing on the business - Since all of the organizations will execute over the web, an 

association does not have to make a big deal about specialized issues and different issues related with physical capacity and 

reinforcement. An organization would thus be able to concentrate more on their center business. We focused more on internal 

security threats in this research work, more emphasis is required on external security threats in future. Execution - It conveys 

dependable execution regardless to the topographical area of the client. Another key element could be the programmed refreshing 

of administrations and applications. Security - Cloud Computing offers perfect security which guarantees you against any 

unapproved access, modification and loss of data. Adaptability - Even if part of the cloud condition falls flat or quits working, 

different assets keep on working until the issue is fixed. 
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